“I LIKE MY MUSIC & MY LEADERSHIP DIVERSE: DIVERSIFYING ASBs
It is always a good time to examine how you do what you do! Until your ASB reflect your student body, there is an opportunity to become better.
Why Should You Consider Diversifying Your ASB?

- Diversity allows you, current ASB members, and prospective members to grow
- You Can’t Lead All Students, If You Don’t Love All Students
- It will expand the capacity of your ASB to implement more & greater activities
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What Are The Barriers to Diversifying Your ASB?

● It Requires Change, Which Is Scary
● The Belief That You Don’t Know Enough About “Others” To Do It Justice
● Student Resistance To Change
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Strategies for Diversifying Your ASB?

● Extend Personal Invitations From Diverse Backgrounds to Your Leadership Class and To Be Part of Planning An Activity

● Suggest An Activity That Represents A Different Culture

● Invite Guest Presenters In for Content Expertise
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Ideas for Diversifying Your ASB?

● Start a Dance Team That Does Dances From Different Cultures
● Invite Infinity Groups to Plan with ASB & Vice Versa
● Invite Guest Presenters In for Content Expertise
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Ideas for Diversifying Your ASB (Cont.)

● Brainstorm Current Activities & Amend To Be More Inclusive
● Provide DEI Training For Your ABS Leaders
● Expand Your Definition of Diversity